
Any Application. Any OS. Any Infrastructure.

Enterprise-Wide 
Kubernetes

Effi  ciently operate Kubernetes across all your teams!
Kubernetes promises to be your innovation engine, provided you can manage its complexity, and effi  ciently 
increase adoption of cloud-native technologies within your enterprise. Managing multiple Kubernetes clusters 
and running several business-critical applications at scale across clouds is complex, cumbersome, and costly. 

Nirmata provides an open and easy-to-adopt platform to deploy, operate, and optimize Kubernetes workloads 
on any infrastructure. With Nirmata, you can standardize on Kubernetes as your multi-cloud operating system, 
cleanly decouple applications from infrastructure, and accelerate innovation.

Accelerate time-to-value 
Instantly deploy Kubernetes clusters or on-board your teams to existing Kubernetes clusters. 
Empower your developers to rapidly innovate by deploying applications on-demand and quickly 
identifying any fi xing issues. Nirmata customers have seen 10x improvement in their product 
release cycles and 5X faster recovery from failures.

Increase Effi  ciency
Adopting Kubernetes and containers can signifi cantly improve the utilization of your 
infrastructure but ensuring effi  cient utilization of cluster resources continues to be challenging. 
Nirmata enables you to effi  ciently manage resource utilization across multiple clusters 
independent of how and where they are deployed.

Improve Customer Experiences 
A direct benefi t of removing friction for developers, is improved quality and user experiences. 
By leveraging Nirmata, and cloud-native technologies, product teams can shorten development 
cycles, collect more data and feedback from users. Nirmata allows your team to focus on 
providing business value and leave the undiff erentiated heavy lifting to the platform.

What Nirmata can do for you?
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Top Use Cases  for Nirmata Customers



Deploy, Operate and Optimize the lifecycle of all your 
containerized applications. Use 100% upstream Kubernetes 

managed by a solution designed for the enterprise.
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With Nirmata enterprises thrive and innovate faster by using a cloud-native application 
management platform that is highly fl exible, easy to use and cost-effi  cient. 

Nirmata takes the heavy lifting out of all application management enabling development 
and IT operations to easily, deploy, operate and optimize all applications across the 
enterprise. With Nirmata’s Kubernetes-based platform, you can support any type of 
application on any cloud. Nirmata’s customers deploy thousands of containers daily and 
over 10M containers to date. Learn more at www.nirmata.com

Features and Benefi ts

Composable
Design your own 
Kubernetes stack. Nirmata 
ensures consistency.

Any Kubernetes
Any Kubernetes 
distribution, release. 
Eliminate curation and 
lock-in.

Infrastructure Agnostic
Public, private, hybrid, or 
bare-metal. Install new, or 
manage existing, clusters.

Application Aware
You choose. Based on 
your company privacy and 
compliance regulations.

Web Scale
Single pane of glass 
management across 
clusters. Metrics, alarms, 
remediation.

White Glove Service
Experienced enablement 
team supports you at 
every step of your journey.

Get started with Nirmata’s free trial. 
Visit www.nirmata.com


